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Chase field private events

Chase Field Event Services of America is proud to be a trusted creative partner at Chase Field, located in downtown Phoenix. We can handle everything you need for your event, including event design, standard rentals, entertainment decor, audiovisual needs, team building activities, entertainment and everything else imaginable to ensure success
logistically and aesthetically. For a spacious event venue that guests will talk about for years, select Chase Field, where the Arizona Diamondbacks won the 2001 World Series, and home the 2011 MLB All-Star Game. The playground can be transformed into a host of various events, including holiday parties, picnics, movie watching, weddings &amp;
receptions, and other social events. See photos from Go-Daddy's Holiday party. One of our other favorite event areas at Chase Field is the more intimate Audi Club, open air lounge and ideal space for events located at The Level Suite at Chase Field. The lounge works well for corporate meetings, dinners, awards ceremonies, birthday parties, business
conferences or holiday events. Features open-air lounge and event space Twenty (20) flat screen TVs, for the game day, or to deliver their content action Private restroom facilities Direct access to the secured parking lot in Chase Field Parking Garage Custom event configurations are available Legends Conference Center and its surrounding four
apartments have everything for your action needs. Rooms are located in the northeast corner of the chase field at the upper level of the hall. The Legends Conference Centre is a perfect multipurpose room and ideal for audiovisual presentations. Use it with apartments or host an event in one of the four suites if the smaller setting better suits your event
needs. Features of Legends Conference Center Overhead Projection Screen for Audio-Visual Presentation Black out curtains available for Windows Legends Conference Center can be set up as a sit down, classroom, or theater style seating Air-conditioned Legends Conference Center also provides spectacular views of downtown Phoenix Contact Us today
at 480.315.9783 to learn more about Chase Field, available exclusively from Event Services of America. Or check out our other unique event venues. GAMEDAY &amp; SPECIAL EVENT SUITE: During the Diamondbacks Game or a Special Event at Chase Field, the private suite includes: Up to 50 tickets (no additional stadium tickets needed) * Dining area
with full view of the field &amp; a private bar (bartender with package options) Numerous buffet and bar menu options available to Suite will open 2 hours before the game or event for your guests The price depends on the game or event taking place. ______ NON-GAME/EVENT NIGHTS Luxury suite is available at year-round and packages can be adapted
to your party needs maybe the Suite is a tad small for your group? There is nothing to worry about, we offer many setup options in several different areas. This includes amazing views and custom food and drink packages designed to fit any type of event and budget. © Copyright - 2014 TGI Friday Inc. sponsored content from and what is it? What is this? The
Association Now Connect Brand provides opportunities for advertisers to connect with the association's now audience. All content is paid for by the advertiser. Association Now editorial staff is not involved in creating this content. Forget matching T-shirts, glow-in-the-dark pens and branded tote bags. Conference participants are increasingly trying to create a
once-in-a-lifetime experience versus a beech and a swag. As a result, meeting planners book unique venues such as aircraft hangers, art museums and stadiums that can deliver an immersive conference experience. The demand for unique, flexible and immersive spaces will continue to increase for the foreseeable future. Meeting planners are looking for
something their clients will remember a little more than your typical hotel ballroom, says Ryan Holmstedt, vice president of ticket sales & events for the Arizona Diamondbacks. They want the participants to come away and say, 'That was amazing. I'll never forget it.'' In fact, 92 per cent of planners and property experts said they believe events are more likely
to be booked outside the hotel than they were five years ago, according to CVENT. Downtown Phoenix's Chase Field, home to the Arizona Diamondbacks, is becoming increasingly popular among meeting planners because the stadium-located across the street from the Phoenix Convention Center-offers a unique meeting experience both on and off the
field, Holmstedt explains. Everyone thinks of the field as a space that you can restore, he says. I'm sure you can do it, but there are other spaces. We have more space that with a little creativity can host a smaller event if your conference is not big enough for the area. Chase Field is home to a variety of lounges that can host various large meetings with an
expansive ball field, or even a majestic view of phoenix as a backdrop. Events at Chase Field can be as elaborate as sponsoring a lunch on the field for 2,000 people, or as personal as dinner for 300 participants in the third base lounge followed by batting practice on the field. Not many people can say they've taken batting practice at a major league baseball
park, says Holmstedt. It becomes an unforgettable event. Still, events don't have to be fantasies to be memorable. During the baseball season, conferences hosted all-day meetings in one of the lounges and then provided tickets to the game for all attendees, Holmstedt says. Inches On the baseball field, Chase Field offers meeting planners seven other
options, including diamondbacks club house, which is only available in the off-season because it includes a tour of the locker room; Audi Lounge and Draft Room, both of which overlook the field; Legends Suites and Conference Center, offering incredible views of Phoenix; indoor/outdoor grill of game Seven; La Terraza, a Latin-themed space with colorful
murals; and Plaza, which offers a wide open space with an outdoor, elevated stage. There are also several private apartments available for smaller meetings. In addition to batting practice, Chase Field also offers several one-of-a-kind experiences, including a behind-the-scenes tour, the appearance of team mascot D. Baxter Bobcat, Legends Racers, a
World Series trophy, or the use of a scoreboard for conference programming. Even though we have these unique spaces, we are still a baseball stadium at our core. You need a little creativity to turn these spaces into perfect meeting settings, admits Holmstedt. You have to come up with an open mind and some creativity. Diamondbacks staff are available to
create the perfect event to help meeting planners get their creative juices. We love taking what we know about baseball and applying it to corporate events, he says. For example, diamondbacks' in-house marketing team can help create signage and graphics that reinforce meeting key messages and an in-house caterer to help create unique menus. The
ultimate goal is to engage attendees in a way that a typical ballroom or hotel room wouldn't, and increase the event and content so that people remember it, says Holmstedt. When you're able to provide great content and put it in a unique environment, it engages people. For more information on how to schedule your next meeting in Phoenix, contact Visit
Phoenix at visitphoenix.com/meetings. We promise not to sell your email address. With an increased focus on security, small meetings zero in on Shifting Sentiments &amp; PrioritiesVisit Phoenix Future meetings: Find out how specialized cities lend themselves to specialized meetingsVisit PhoenixWhy Diverse and inclusive content makes meetings better-
For EveryoneVisit Phoenix ADVERTISING'); } if (browName!='Netscape') { document.write(''); } // --&gt; We promise not to sell your email address. ADVERTISING '); } if (browName!='Netscape') { document.write(''); } // --&gt; Arizona Diamondbacks and Chase Field hosted my family for review. Our opinions, photos and love of baseball are 100% ours! This
post contains affiliate links. We took the kids to their first Arizona Diamondbacks baseball game and we've been hooked ever since! Chase Field is surprisingly child friendly, with an indoor playground and miniature wiffle ball pitch. Children Also sign up for free Kid Club D-backs to win cool prizes every game you attend. Since my kids have a birthday in July,
we are doing one big join sibling birthday party for them. I wasn't surprised when they both asked for a celebration at the Arizona Diamondbacks game and I couldn't wait to start brainstorming ideas for baseball's birthday party. I always start my birthday party planning on Etsy and this party was no exception. I found the most present baseball fabric reed from
Grace N Merchandise on Etsy and knew it would do it for a cute and simple background. The Arizona Diamondbacks kindly offered us a private suite for our party, so all the decor had to be removable and transportable. Adorable baseball numbers have come from Redesign Accessories to Etsy. They made for some adorable photo definitely about my new 4
and 7 year olds! They would also look sweetheart in baseball with the thesis of a nursery or bedroom. My mom made cake and biscuits just like she does every year. She completely outsmpt herself with detailed sewing on a baseball hat and life-size fondant baseballs. Baseball scones looked adorable on a bed with peanuts, and the kids devoured them. We
were going to nix the cake idea this year due to the need for shipping in 110+ degree weather, but instead we opted for a faux cake. Yes, fondant decor was edible, but inside everything was polystyrene. I picked up edible cupcakes near the stadium and we had the best of both worlds! In addition, cupcakes are easier for children and did not include a fee for
cutting in the apartment. I'll continue to do matching birthday shirts for as long as my kids let me, and couldn't wait to craft out a couple of baseball tees at a party! I found raglan shirts on Amazon and used my Cricut to reduce the heat transfer vinyl that I ironed on their shirts. The front specified their age in the baseball scenario and I put their names and
numerical age on the back. I like how it turned out and if I had more time I would have crafted into a shirt for our entire party. They would do a favor for the cute party! More detailed iron can be found on the vinyl tutorial HERE. A baseball game isn't complete without traditional baseball snacks. Fortunately, Chase Field had a lot of options for us and we were
able to grab cracker jack boxes and popcorn for all our guests on the field. D-backs offer value items on several food items, including hot dogs and corn dogs, which worked great for a big party like ours. Private apartments also offer meals that you can arrange before the game or upon arrival, which is a good choice. For party favors, I put together bags that
included baseball bouncing ball, baseball cards and baseball stickers. There are several different birthday party packages that diamondbacks have to offer. Each option contains a message for or a boy on a jumbotron. Unfortunately I missed missed photo to decide our kids' names on the screen, but it was a nice touch of D-backs! Baxter, the team's mascot,
also fell into our suite and started a popcorn fight. He's pretty naughty, you better watch him. Of course, the kids absolutely loved him and thought it was the best surprise ever! The most epic birthday party ever ended with a bang, literally. The birthday girl and boy scored VIP passes to watch the fireworks from the field. I doubt that ever we will top this party!
Head to the Arizona Diamondbacks website to learn more about planning a birthday party at Chase Field! PARTY LOANS Baseball Birthday Party - Arizona Diamondbacks Baseball Fabric Garland - Grace N Merchandise Baseball Numbers - Redesign Accessories Raglan Baseball Shirts - Amazon Baseball Party Tags - See Vanessa Craft Baseball Bouncing
Balls - Amazon Amazon
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